Rank-varying computational complexity describes those computations in which the complexity of executing each step is not a constant, but evolves throughout the computation as a function of the order of execution of each step 2 . This paper identi es practical instances of this computational paradigm in the procedures for computing the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse. It is shown herein that under the constraints imposed by quantum decoherence, only a parallel approach can guarantee a reliable solution or, alternatively, improve scalability.
Introduction
The computations carried out today are qualitatively di erent from those performed more than half a century ago, when the age of computers was only just beginning. The traditional concept of computation is best captured by the functioning of the Turing machine. A sequence of operations or transformations forming the algorithm is applied to a set of input data to produce an output or result.
In time, this rather simplistic view on computation has been challenged by increasingly demanding applications and real-world problems. We need better solutions, faster, to problems whose input speci cations may v ary with time. Often, our results need to be obtained before certain deadlines, or else various penalties can be applied. If a deadline is set by h uman, there may still be some value in a result that misses it, but sometimes Nature itself imposes strict deadlines on our computations and any algorithm running past the speci ed time can no longer produce a valid or correct solution. Parallel processing may b e the only viable alternative i n s u c h situations.
Computational environments have been identi ed in which a task can be e ciently executed in parallel, but impossible to carry out sequentially 1 . As a concrete example, a parallel approach makes the di erence between success and failure when trying to measure or set the parameters of a dynamical system 3 .
The quest to make computation more e cient and meet today's requirements has led to the development o f e n tirely new computational paradigms. These are based on revolutionary principles like the laws of quantum mechanics, the Watson-Crick complementarity of the building blocks forming DNA strands, the dynamics of complex chemical reactions or the structure of a living cell. And it seems that parallelism plays an important role also in these novel ways of performing a computation. We demonstrated in 11 the importance of parallelism for quantum measurements. In this paper we focus on quantum computation and present an instance of a rank-varying complexity algorithm which can only be reliably implemented in a parallel setting. The example we describe involves computing the quantum Fourier transform, under the constraints imposed by avoiding the undesired e ects caused by coupling with the environment.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section is intended to familiarize the reader with the quantum circuit performing the discrete Fourier transform. In section 3, computing the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse are shown to belong to the class of computations with rank-varying complexity. The semiclassical solution advanced by Grifths and Niu 7 to reduce the complexity of a circuit for computing the quantum Fourier transform is reviewed in section 4. A quantum pipeline array architecture is devised in section 5 in order to further speed up the computation of the quantum Fourier transform or its inverse through parallel processing. Section 6 presents the same problem from the practical perspective of avoiding the undesired e ects of quantum decoherence and demonstrates the importance of the parallel approach in the given context. The last section o ers a short discussion on the key issues a ecting the par-allelization of a computation with steps of varying complexity, followed by a summary of the paper's main ideas and contributions.
Quantum Fourier Transform
The theory of quantum computation is already well-developed and a great deal of e ort is put nowadays into lling the gap between theory and practical implementations of quantum computing devices. Quantum computation harnesses the quantum mechanical principles of superposition and interference in order to achieve a potential exponential speed-up over classical algorithms. For a grasp of the basic concepts in quantum computation we refer the unfamiliar reader to what we consider a few good introductions to the eld 12, 9, 13, 4, 8 .
The Fourier transform is a very useful tool in computer science and it proved of crucial importance for quantum computation as well. Since it can be computed much faster on a quantum computer than on a classical one, the discrete Fourier transform allows for the construction of a whole class of fast quantum algorithms. Shor's quantum algorithms for factoring integers and computing discrete logarithms 14 are the most famous examples in this category.
The quantum Fourier transform is a linear operator whose action on any of the computational basis vectors j0i; j1i; ; j 2 n , 1 i associated with an n-qubit register is described by the following transformation:
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1 However, the essential advantage of quantum computation over classical computation is that the quantum mechanical principle of superposition of states allows all possible inputs to be processed at the same time. Consequently, if the quantum register is in an arbitrary superposition of the basis vectors in which the output amplitudes y k are the classical discrete Fourier transform of the input amplitudes x j . Classically, we can compute the numbers y k from x j using 2 2n elementary arithmetic operations in a straightforward manner and in n2 n operations by using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.
In contrast, a circuit implementing the quantum Fourier transform requires only n 2 elementary quantum gates. Such a circuit can be easily derived if equation 1 is rewritten as a tensor product of the n qubits involved: jj 1 j 2 j n i , ! j 0 i + e 2 i0:jn j1i j0i + e 2i0:jn,1jn j1i j 0 i + e 2 i0:j1j2jn j1i 2 n=2
: 2 using the binary representation j 1 j 2 j n of j and binary fractions in the exponents for full details see 12 .
Note that each Fourier transformed qubit is in a balanced superposition of j0i and j1i. These qubits di er from one another only in the relative phase between the j0i and the j1i components. For the rst qubit in the tensor product, j n will introduce a phase shift of 0 or , depending on whether its value is 0 or 1, respectively. The phase of the second qubit is determined controlled by both j n and j n,1 . It can amount t o + =2, provided j n,1 and j n are both 1. This dependency on the values of all the previous qubits continues up to and including the last term in the tensor product. When jj 1 i gets Fourier transformed, the coe cient of j1i in the superposition involves all the digits in the binary expansion of j.
In the case of each qubit, the 0 or phase induced by its own binary value is implemented through a Hadamard gate. The dependency on the previous qubits is re ected in the use of controlled phase shifts, as depicted in Figure 1 3 Rank-varying complexity
When analyzing the computational complexity of a given algorithm, we usually focus on how this quantity varies as a function of the problem size, without paying too much attention to how the complexity of each step in the algorithm varies throughout the computation. Though in many cases the complexity of each step is a constant, there are computations for which the cost of executing essentially similar steps is di erent from one step to another.
One factor determining such a variation could be time. Data may be a ected by the passage of time, making the same computation increasingly harder as time goes by. A variety of instances demonstrating time-varying complexity are described in 2 . In other computational environments, it is rather the rank of a step, de ned as the order of execution of that step, which dictates its complexity 2 . Examples of this kind are hardly new. Euclid's algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two numbers executes the same basic operation a division at each step, but the size of the operands and implicitly the complexity of the operation decreases continually. Algorithms for which an amortized analysis can beapplied also make good examples of rank-varying computational complexity. Incrementing a binary counter 6 is a procedure in which the numberof bit ips at each step is not constant, though it's neither strictly increasing nor strictly decreasing with the rank.
Computing the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse are also examples of algorithms with rank-varying complexity. According to the quantum circuit above, we need n Hadamard gates and n , 1 + n , 2 + + 1 conditional rotations, for a total of nn + 1 = 2 gates required to compute the Fourier transform on n qubits. But this total amount of work is not evenly distributed over the n qubits. The number of gates a qubit needs to be passed through is in inverse relation with its rank. jj 1 i is subjected to n elementary quantum gates, n,1 elementary unitary transformations are applied to jj 2 i, and so on, until jj n i, which needs only one basic operation.
If we break down the quantum Fourier transform algorithm into n steps one for each qubit involved, then its complexity varies with each step.
Starting with jj 1 i, the time needed to complete each step decreases over time.
Since the rank of each step dictates its complexity, the circuit implementing the quantum Fourier transform is an example of a rank-varying complexity algorithm.
Naturally, the computation of the inverse quantum Fourier transform can also be decomposed into steps of varying complexity. Reversing each gate in Figure 1 gives us an e cient quantum circuit depicted in Figure 2 for performing the inverse Fourier transform. Note that the Hadamard gate is its own inverse and R y k denotes the conjugate transpose of R k : R y k " 1 0 0 e ,2i=2 k : Getting back to the original jj 1 j 2 j n i from its Fourier transformed expression has a certain particularity however. Because of the interdepen- dencies introduced by the controlled rotations, the procedure must start by computing jj n i and then work its way u p t o j j 1 i . The value of jj n i is needed in the computation of jj n,1 i. Both jj n i and jj n,1 i are required in order to obtain jj n,2 i. Finally, the value of all the higher rank bits are used to determine jj 1 i precisely. Thus, computing the inverse Fourier transform by the quantum circuit illustrated in Figure 2 is a procedure the complexity of whose steps increases with their rank.
Semiclassical solution
Although the circuits for computing the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse are e cient in terms of the total number of gates employed, the majority of these gates operate on two qubits. This makes a practical implementation di cult, since arranging for one qubit to in uence another in a desired way is far greater a challenge than evolving a single-qubit closed quantum system in accordance with any unitary transformation.
A method to replace all the two-qubit gates in the circuit performing the quantum Fourier transform by a smaller number of one-qubit gates controlled by classical signals has been developed by Gri ths and Niu 7 . Their approach takes advantage of the fact that the roles of the control and target qubits in any of the two-qubit gates required to carry on the computation of the quantum Fourier transform are interchangeable. Consequently, the quantum circuit in Figure 1 is equivalent to the one depicted in Figure 3 for inputs restricted to four qubits.
Note that, from this new perspective, the computation of the quantum Fourier transform appears to be a procedure whose steps are of increasing complexity. However, under the assumption that the Fourier transform is immediately followed by a quantum measurement, the complexity of each step in the computation can bemade constant. Since a control qubit enters and leaves a two-qubit gate unchanged, it follows that the top qubit in Figure 3 yields the same result regardless of whether it is measured as it exits the circuit or immediately after undergoing the Hadamard transform. In the latter case, the result of the measurement can be used to determine the phase shift that needs to be applied on the second qubit, before it too is subjected to a Hadamard transform and then measured. The phase computed for the second qubit together with the result of the second measurement are passed down as classical inputs for the rotation applied to the third qubit.
The computation proceeds in this manner all the way down to the last qubit, with a phase rotation, a Hadamard gate and a measurement being performed at each step. The process is illustrated in Figure 4 , where double lines have been used to denote a classical signal, according to the usual convention. Although the phase shift applied to each qubit is considered a single operation, conceptually, i t i s a c o m bination of the gates depicted in the corresponding box, with each component being applied only if the controlling qubit was measured as 1.
This semiclassical approach to computing the quantum Fourier transform achieves optimality in terms of the numberof elementary unitary transformations that have to be applied. It also has the important advantage of employing only quantum transformations acting on a single qubit at a time. However, there is still room for improvement, as the total time needed to complete the computation can be further squeezed down if parallelism is brought into play. In the next section we show how a quantum pipeline architecture is able to speed up the computation of the Fourier transform. 
Parallel approach
The solution developed in 7 to reduce the complexity of the quantum Fourier transform envisages a purely sequential approach, which is motivated by the same data dependency that causes the complexity of a step to vary with its rank. Nevertheless, there is a certain degree of parallelism that is worth exploiting in the computation of the quantum Fourier transform or its inverse in order to minimize the overall running time.
Our parallel approach is based on the observation that once a qubit has been measured, all phase shift gates classically controlled by the outcome of that measurement can be applied in parallel. The arrangement, again for just four qubits, is shown in Figure 5 . The one-qubit gates are ordered into a linear array h a ving a Hadamard transform at the top and followed by a =2 phase shift gate. The phase shift induced by any other gate down the array is just half the rotation performed by the immediately preceding gate.
This architecture allows R 2 , R 3 and R 4 to be performed in parallel during the rst cycle. Since each phase shift gate acts on a di erent qubit, they can all be applied simultaneously, if the top qubit yielded a 1 upon measurement. In the second cycle, each qubit in the array travels up one position, except of course for the top one, which has already been measured. Now, depending on the outcome of the second measurement, R 2 and R 3 can besimultaneously e ected on the corresponding qubits. In the third cycle, only R 2 is needed and only if the control is 1. The computation ends with the last qubit reaching In the worst case, when all qubits are measured as 1, there is no di erence between the parallel algorithm outlined above and the sequential solution envisaged by Gri ths and Niu 7 with respect to the overall running time. Assuming, for analysis purposes, that measuring a qubit, applying a phase shift, and performing a Hadamard transformation, each takes one time unit, then the total time necessary to complete the Fourier transform on a quantum register with n qubits is 3n,1, as the top qubit in both the sequential circuit of Figure 4 and the parallel circuit of Figure 5 does not require a phase shift.
However, in the average case, some of the classical signals controlling the array of phase shift gates in Figure 5 will have been observed as 0, meaning that no phase shifts have to be performed during those respective cycles. In contrast, the sequential solution depicted in Figure 4 requires the application of a phase shift at every step following the rst measurement with outcome 1. If the expected probability of a measurement yielding 0 equals the expected probability to observe a 1 following a measurement, then the running time of the parallel solution is shorter than the sequential running time by a di erence proportional to the time it takes to e ect a numberofOn phase shift gates, where n is the size of the input register.
The di erence between the sequential running time and the parallel running time is maximum when jj 1 i is measured as 1 and all the other qubits are observed in the state 0. In this case, the circuit in Figure 4 still performs n , 1 phase shifts, for a total running time of 3n , 1 time units, while the circuit in Figure 5 executes all n , 1 phase shifts in parallel during the rst cycle, thus completing the computation in 2n + 1 time units. The second advantage of the parallel approach is that the phase shift gates that need to be applied during the computation are known at the outset, making it easy to set them up beforehand in order to form the required linear array architecture. The systolic mode of operation of the quantum array compensates for the xed characteristics of each gate, the qubits traversing the array to undergo a speci c quantum evolution at each node. In the sequential approach, the phase shift applied to each qubit is not known at the outset, as it is computed on the y based on the information about the measurements performed so far and transmitted as classical signals. This means that the gates e ecting the necessary phase shifts in the semiclassical approach of Gri ths and Niu 7 have to be programmed" or adjusted during the computation, in order to accommodate a discrete set of possible values for the phase shift.
The semiclassical Fourier transform and its parallelization are applicable to those quantum computations in which the Fourier transform immediately precedes a measurement of the qubits involved in the computation, like in Shor's algorithms for factoring integers and computing discrete logarithms 14 . Furthermore, the quantum systolic array architecture works equally ne if the input is already classical, in which case the restriction to measure the qubits after applying the Fourier transform can belifted altogether.
When j 1 ; j 2 ; ; j n are classical bits, the topology of the circuit in Figure 5 remains unchanged, except that no measurements are performed and the ow of data through the linear array is reversed, as shown in Figure 6 . As more data are fed into the linear array through the Hadamard gate, after having controlled" the parallel execution of a set of phase shifts, the computational complexity of each step increases with its rank. When j 1 enters the array, only the Hadamard gate is active, but with each consecutive step, a new gate down the array joins the ones above it to operate on the qubits traversing 3 4 i0.j j j |0> + e |1> the array. Because these gates operate in parallel, the execution time of each step is maintained constant. Also note that, in this case, all outputs are simultaneously obtained during the last step of the computation.
The overall parallel running time, in the worst case, is therefore 2n , 1 time units, as there are no measurements to perform. The complexity of the sequential approach is given by the number of gates composing the circuit in Figure 1 , that is nn + 1 = 2 time units, since the non-classical, genuine quantum mechanical ouput makes the semiclassical method not applicable. Although applying the quantum Fourier transform on a classical input is of little value for quantum computing, the situation is di erent for quantum cryptography. Distributing classical keys through quantum means is a procedure that may use the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse as encoding and decoding algorithms to protect vital information while in transit 10 .
Naturally, the parallel approach detailed in this section for the computation of the direct Fourier transform is also applicable, with the same results, to the circuit in Figure 2 , performing the inverse Fourier transform. The difference in time complexity b e t w een the sequential approach and the parallel one, although seemingly insigni cant from a theoretical perspective, may prove essential under practical considerations, as we show next.
Quantum decoherence
Qubits are fragile entities and one of the major challenges in building a practical quantum computer is to nd a physical realization that would allow u s to complete a computation before the quantum states we are working with become seriously a ected by quantum errors. In an ideal setting, we evolve our qubits in perfect isolation from the outside world. But any practical implementation of a quantum computation will be a ected by the interactions taking place between our system and the environment. These interactions cause quantum information to leak out into the environment, leading to errors in our qubits. Di erent types of errors may a ect an ongoing computation in di erent w a ys, but quantum decoherence, as de ned below, usually occurs extremely rapidly and can seriously interfere with computing the quantum Fourier transform and its inverse.
In the context of a quantum key distribution protocol 10 , consider the task of recovering the original classical bit string j = j 1 j 2 j n from its The diagonal elements or the populations measure the probabilities that the qubit is in state j0i or j1i, while the o -diagonal components the coherences measure the amount o f i n terference between j0i and j1i 5 . Decoherence then, resulting from interactions with the environment, causes the o -diagonal elements to disappear. Since that is where the whole information carried by a qubit is stored, the input qubits for computing the inverse Fourier transform are very sensitive to decoherence. When they become entangled with the environment, the interference brought about by the Hadamard gate is no longer possible, as the system becomes e ectively a statistical mixture. In other words, decoherence makes a quantum system behave like a classical one. Naturally, this process is not instantaneous, but it usually occurs extremely rapidly, subject to how w ell a qubit can be isolated from its environment in a particular physical realization. Because of decoherence, we must obtain the values of j 1 ; j 2 ; ; j n before time limit , after which the errors introduced by the coupling with the environment are too serious to still allow the recovery of the binary digits of j.
The precise value of will certainly depend on the particular way c hosen to embody quantum information, but if lies between the parallel completion time and the sequential completion time, that is 2n , 1 n n + 1 2 ; 6 then the quantum pipeline array may be the only architecture capable to precisely recover all digits in the binary expansion of j. From a di erent perspective, the parallel solution allows for longer bit strings to be transmitted between the communicating parties, thus achieving better scalability over the purely sequential approach.
In the context of quantum computing, when the Fourier transform is followed by a quantum measurement, Gri ths and Niu 7 also point to decoherence as a possible problem and suggest to counter it by arranging the computation in such a way that the more signi cant bits of the input register are produced earlier than the less signi cant ones. If this is not possible, then the parallel approach described in the previous section may make the di erence between success and failure when computing the quantum Fourier transform in a practical setting. Alternatively, since the overall running time scales up with the number of input qubits, parallelism may be a way to improve scalability and still complete the computation before decoherence e ects take hold. In this context, we emphasize that scalability and decoherence are the two most important issues in designing a practical quantum computer.
Conclusion
The di culty of devising a parallel algorithm for computing the quantum Fourier transform comes from the data dependency between the di erent steps of the procedure. In most cases, it is exactly this precedence among the steps composing an algorithm that determines the variation in complexity. As a consequence, it is not easy, in general, to design a parallel solution to a problem whose steps are characterized by rank-varying complexity. The data dependency may impose a strict order of execution, making the resulting algorithm inherently sequential think about Euclid's algorithm again.
In the case of the quantum Fourier transform, it is interesting to note that strict sequentiality is enforced by the laws of quantum mechanics, but we still have a chance to speed up the computation, provided we restrict either the input or the output to beclassical. No parallel algorithm exists in the general case, when an arbitrary superposition of the basis vectors is Fourier transformed and we are not allowed to measure the output. The reason for this impossibility is the quantum mechanical nature of the qubits controlling the phase shifts in Figures 1 and 2 . Such a controlled rotation corresponds to a two-qubit gate and we need to apply, in parallel, a number of two-qubit gates, where the control qubit is the same in all gates. Since we cannot gain knowledge of the control qubit's state through measurement and cloning an unknown quantum bit is forbidden by the laws of quantum mechanics, any attempt to parallelize the procedure in the general case is doomed to failure.
On the other hand, perhaps there exist computations made up of steps of various rank-dependent complexities, for which the order of execution is of no consequence to the correctness of the computation. Imagine, for instance, a task made up of n steps: S 1 ; S 2 ; : : : ; S n , where the steps can be executed in any order, but the more steps we execute before a certain step S j 1 j n, the more time it will take to complete S j . For example, S j may require i elementary operations time units if executed i th , for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n . This rank-driven increase in complexity may bedue to how many pieces of data have to betaken into consideration at each consecutive step, how the data were a ected by executing the previous steps, or it may bejusti ed by the size of the partial solution that has to be constructed at each step.
In any case, the problem of coping with steps of ever increasing complexity is avoided altogether by a parallel machine endowed with n processing units. All steps would then be executed simultaneously, and since each step has the rank 1 in such a parallel approach, the computational complexity i s k ept constant one time unit, in our example for all steps. The di erence between a sequential and a parallel approach i s e v en more dramatic if the complexity of a step grows faster with its rank. In the case where step S j 1 j n needs 2 i elementary operations time units to be completed, if executed i th , i = 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n , the bene ts of using a parallel approach are much higher.
The practical examples presented in this paper underline the importance of parallel processing for those computational environments in which the complexity of each step evolves with its rank. This also extends to the cases where the variation in complexity is time-driven 2 . The use of a parallel approach becomes critical when the solution to such a problem must accommodate a deadline. In our case, quantum decoherence places an upper bound on the scalability of computing the quantum Fourier transform or its inverse, and the only chance to reach b e y ond that limit is through a parallel solution.
